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Brexit and Life Science
• The Life Science sector in the
EU is characterised by
harmonisation and regulatory
complexity
• Examples include; Centralised
Procedure, Clinical Trials Portal,
Pharmacovigilance, etc.

• After 29th of March 2019, the
UK will no longer be a member
of the internal market
• If it does not intend to join EFTA or
remain a member of the EEA.

The
UK

EU
EEA
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Brexit and Life Science
• It seems that the intention of the UK is not to be a member of
the single market, but rather negotiate trade deals with other
countries. This also applies to the EU.
• Brexit can take place in two ways; Through a ‘Hard Brexit’ or
through a Brexit on the basis of a ‘Withdrawal Agreement’

• Regardless of which one the UK will opt for, a large part of
legislation in the UK originates from the EU, in the form of
regulations or directives, especially in a harmonised sector such
as life sciences.
• Implemented directives are national law.
• Implemented regulations are directly applicable
• This difference might have relevance for Brexit
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The two timelines of Brexit, and a 3rd option?
• 1) Brexit under the ‘Withdrawal Agreement’

23 June

29 March 2017

2016
UK Referendum

Formal Notice
under Art. 50
TFEU

25 November
2018
‘Withdrawal
Agreement’ is
presented

Pre-March
2019
‘Withdrawal
Agreement’ is
ratified

29 March 2019
Transitional
period under
‘Withdrawal
Agreement’

31 December
2020
Transitional
period under
‘Withdrawal
Agreement’
ends

• 2) No Deal/ Hard Brexit

23 June

29 March 2017

25 November
2018

2016
UK Referendum

Formal Notice
under Art. 50
TFEU

‘Withdrawal
Agreement’ is
presented

Pre-March 2019
‘Withdrawal
Agreement’ is
voted down

• 3) Emergency 2nd Referendum still possible?

29 March 2019
Cliff-edge Brexit
No transitional
period
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EU Withdrawal Agreement
• Presented 25 November 2018 –
Has to be ratified by the 29 March
2019
• A business friendly approach to
Brexit, with companies interests in
mind - Majority of existing
frameworks remain in place
• Political Declaration accompanying
the agreement seeks good trade
relationship (para. 20) and
cooperation with EMA (para. 24)
among other things.

‘No Deal’

EU Withdrawal
Agreement
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EU Withdrawal Agreement – Prominent
articles
• Article 27 – Mutual Recognition of Professional Qualification
• Article 41 – Continued Circulation of goods placed on the market
• Article 44 – Transfer of files and documents relating to ongoing procedures
• Article 45 – Making Available of Information in Relation to Past
Authorisation Procedures for Medicinal Products
• Article 54 - 60 – Intellectual Property Law
• Articles 86 & 87 – CJEU’s jurisdiction over UK matters
• Article 97 – Representation before the EU IPO
• Article 128(5) – Representatives from the UK may attend meetings upon
invitation
• Article 7 of Annex IV - Union State Aid provisions shall apply to the UK,
making UK companies eligible to various R&D funding (Annex 8, Art. 5(5) for
example)
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No Deal/Hard Brexit
• If the ‘Withdrawal Agreement’ is voted
down, the UK will be facing a hard Brexit.
• Increasingly more burdensome for companies in
the life science sector.

• The scope of a Hard Brexit is still unclear

• The UK Government has prepared for it.
• Six Technical Notices
•

Addresses issues such as the lack of access to the centralised
procedure and issue of reference products with generic
pharmaceuticals.

• Medicines Supply Contingency Planning
Programme
•

Programme developed to counter the supply issue that may arise
due to a Hard Brexit

• It seems to opt for a unilateral recognition of
various EU legislations. However, the effects of
that are unclear, as to EU recognition of that
method.
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R&D and Funding
• Various funding initiatives in the EU that companies within the life
science sector are eligible for, such as Horizon 2020.
• Withdrawal Agreement
• Specifically addresses this in Article 7 of Annex IV. UK companies
are eligible for EU funding initiatives, and the General Block
Exemption Regulation applies during the transitional period.
• Hard Brexit
• The UK Government has in its Technical Notices addressed the lack of
Horizon 2020.
• Companies can still apply as third-countries.
• The UK Government is currently looking at strengthening the research
and innovation framework
• Belgian pharmaceutical company UBC for example expects to invest
around 1 billion dollars in the UK in the next five years.
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Regulatory Authorities
• EMA is currently being moved from London to Amsterdam and
MHRA will take over EMA’s role in regards to the UK
• = a significantly greater workload for the MHRA. Must i.e.
establish their own cooperation agreements with foreign medical
agencies.
• Under Article 128(5) of the Withdrawal Agreement EMA can
invite members of the MHRA to be present during meetings, if
found applicable.
• Under a Hard Brexit, MHRA would be solely dependent on itself.
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Marketing Authorisation I
• Pharmaceuticals are granted an MA on the grounds of Directive 2001/83/EC.
• Most through the centralised or the decentralised procedure.
• Withdrawal Agreement
• Directive 2001/83/EC applies to UK companies during the transitional period.
• See Annex 5 Article 20 read in conjunction with Article 6(2)
• Article 44 – Specifically addresses the issue of transferring of documents
between countries in relation to Directive 2001/83/EC during the transitional
period
• Article 45 – Specifically addresses the issue of reference products for generic
pharmaceuticals during the transitional period.

• Hard Brexit
• Centrally authorised products will become UK Marketing Authorisations.
• Initial MA will go through the MHRA
• In progress procedures will be need to be submitted to the MHRA as well.
• Generics will have to have a reference product that has a UK MA.
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Marketing Authorisation II
• Hard Brexit
• EMA and EC have published Brexit guidelines for companies
that are located both within the Union and the UK:
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/about-us/uks-withdrawaleu/brexit-related-guidance-companies
• If the MAH for a pharmaceutical is located in the UK, it would
have to transfer it to a holder established in the Union before
29 March 2019
• An applicant for an MA also has to be established within the Union.
• The same applies to sponsors for an orphan designation.
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Clinical Trials
• Regulation 536/2014 on Clinical Trials has yet not been
implemented and will come into force in 2019. Unclear whether it
does so prior to 29 March 2019. If so, it is binding for the UK.
• Withdrawal Agreement
• The Clinical Trials Regulation would apply in the transitional period, but the UK
cannot be a lead authority in any of the procedures within the Regulation.
•

Article 128(6) read in conjunction with Annex VII Article 7

• Since the transitional period lasts until the end of 2020, the UK would have had
to implement it within the transitional period.

• Hard Brexit
• There are odds of the UK in theory not having to implement the Regulation
•

However, if they choose to do so, it would make European clinical trials more complex and pose a bigger
burden on companies. That would for example prevent multi-centre clinical trials between the EU and the UK.

• While the Withdrawal Agreement specifically addresses data related issues in
Chapter VII of the agreement, under a Hard Brexit, companies would have to
take into consideration that the UK has become a “third-country.”
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Pharmacovigilance
• It is clear from Regulation 520/2012, that the qualified person for
pharmacovigilance, along with the system master file, must be in EU.

• Regardless of whether the Withdrawal Agreement will be ratified or
the UK will be facing a Hard Brexit, companies would have to relocate
both the qualified person and the file to an EU or an EEA country.
• However, companies have to 2020 to move their qualified person,
according to the Technical Notices.

• Non-UK countries would also have to give the MHRA
pharmacogivilance data specifically, as the MHRA would no longer
have access to the EU pharmacovigilance system.
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Political Declaration: Safe Harbor or Privacy
shield?
• Parties committed to strong personal data protection

• Aim: Adequate protection meeting Privacy Shield criteria
• Decision on this by the end of the transition period (end of 2020)
• Autonomy of data protection rules guaranteed but:

• Coordinated approaches with regard to transfer of personal data
• Cooperation between regulators.
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What about IPRs?

• Basic principles and IPRs in deals scenario
(Timo Minssen)

• Most relevant specific IPRs in deal/no deal scenarios

(Sven Bostyn)
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IPR DEAL Scenario
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Transition Period & common principles
in Draft Agreement I
• Provides common principles that apply to most EU-IP.
• Special arrangements for certain types of IP (SVEN).
• Transition & implementation period: 30 March 2019 to 31 December
2020: EU rights – including IP –extend to UK
• Same effect in UK as in EU;
• same interpretation & application methods & general principles
• be deemed to include UK when referring to EU Member States.
• Registered EU-IPR – i.e., EUTMs, RCDs and CPVRs, granted before
31.12.20 automatically registered as separate UK right (“UK Equivalent”).
• Will have same filing, renewal & priority dates as original EU-IP rights.
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Transition Period & common principles
in Draft Agreement II
• What about EU-IP right subject to invalidation/revocation,
nullity or cancellation proceedings initiated during Transition
Period?
• If EU-IP declared invalid/revoked or cancelled in such a proceeding
(even after the end of the Transition Period), UK Equivalent also
invalid/revoked from same date.
• Yet, under Article 54, Sec. 3 of Draft Agreement, UK will have no
obligation to issue such declaration where grounds for
invalidity/revocation, nullity or cancellation of the EU-IP do not
apply in the UK.
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Transition Period & common principles
in Draft Agreement III
• What about IP exhaustion?
• In principle, exhaustion in the EU applies = IP not infringed if the IP, or a
product applying the IP, was put on the market in the EEA by the proprietor or
with his or her consent.
• Draft Agreement contemplates that IP exhausted within EU (including UK, for
the term of the Transition Period) will remain exhausted in the UK and the EU
thereafter.
• Yet, Draft Agreement does not address exhaustion after Transition Period.
• UK must decide on its position on post-Transition Period exhaustion.
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Transition Period & common principles
in Draft Agreement IV
• If UK decides on using a national exhaustion regime, it may be possible
for UK IP rights to be used to prevent parallel imports from the EU into
the UK. While the UK government’s view of the no-deal scenario is that
the UK will continue to recognize the EEA regional exhaustion regime,
the EU has currently provided no indication that it will
• reciprocate this recognition. As a result, while there ought to be no
change for the importation of goods into the UK, there could still be
restrictions on the parallel import of IP-protected goods from the UK
into the EU/EEA. The UK government has

• advised that IP rights-holders take necessary precautions to determine
whether they need to obtain any consents or other approvals in order to
export goods to the EU after the Exit Date.
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Brexit and IP rights (and IP related issues)

• Recently called by a journalist a “term so vacuous it
could constitute a piece of conceptual art”
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Trademarks I
• Holders of EU trade marks, Community designs and Community plant variety
rights that have been registered or granted before the end of the transition
period will automatically obtain equivalent registered and enforceable rights in
the UK (the so-called “comparable trade mark (EU)”)
•

There will be no charge

•

Article 55(2) of the Agreement confirms that holders of registered trade marks, designs and plant
variety rights shall not be required to have a correspondence address in the UK in the 3 years
following the end of the transition period

• Genuine use: the comparable trade mark (EU) will not be liable to revocation
on the ground that the corresponding EUTM was not used in the territory of the
UK before expiry of the Transition Period (Article 54(5)). It remains unclear,
however, when the non-use period will start to run after the end of the
Transition Period
•

There is no such provision for the reciprocal grant of EUTMs used solely in the UK. Even though the EU
has previously suggested that use of a EUTM in the UK qualifies as use in the EU (at least as it relates
to the period before the end of the Transition Period), that position cannot be found in the
Withdrawal Agreement

• Trademarks with a reputation:
•

Until expiry of the Transition Period, the comparable trade mark (EU) will benefit from the
reputation that the corresponding EUTM enjoys in the EU. Thereafter, reputation will be based on
their use in the UK
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Trademarks II
• If applications are pending at the time of exit, applicants will have a
period of nine (9) months from that date to apply in the UK for the same
protections, retaining the date of the EU application for priority
purposes, as well as claims to earlier priority and UK seniority recorded
on the corresponding EU application
•

right holders ‘will need to meet the cost of re-filing the application in accordance with
the UK application fee structure’);
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Trademarks III
• The government will work, including with the World Intellectual Property
Organization, to provide continued protection in the UK after exit of trademarks
and designs filed through the Madrid and Hague systems which designate the
EU (this also includes practical solutions for pending applications)
• UK applicants, like EU and third country applicants, will continue to be able to
apply for protection in the EU through an EU trade mark or registered
Community design as they do currently.
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Database rights I
• Database rights were introduced in the UK with the implementation of
the EU Database Directive (Directive 96/9/EC).
• This protects databases where, at the time the database is made, its
maker is
•
•

(1) an individual who is a national of or habitually resident in the EEA; or
(2) a company incorporated, or an unincorporated body formed, under the law of an
EEA state that has its central administration, principal place of business or registered
office within the EEA.

• In the Draft Agreement, the UK agrees that the holder of a right in
relation to a database that arose before the end of the Transition Period
will be granted an IP right in respect of the United Kingdom with the
same level of protection as that afforded under the EU Database
Directive if such person or entity is:
•
•
•

(i) a UK national,
(ii) a person with a habitual residence in the UK or
(iii) an undertaking established in the UK.
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Database rights II
• In case of “no deal”:
• There will be no obligation for EEA states to provide database rights to
UK nationals, residents, and businesses. UK owners of UK database
rights may find that their rights are unenforceable in the EEA.
• UK owners may want to consider relying on other forms of protection
(e.g. restrictive licensing agreements or copyright where applicable) for
their databases.
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Plant variety rights
• The holder of a Community plant variety right granted pursuant to
Council Regulation (EC) No 2100/942 shall become the holder of a plant
variety right in the United Kingdom for the same plant variety
• Comparable to the provisions on pending EUTM and RCD applications
at the end of the Transition Period, CPVR applications will not
automatically be converted into corresponding UK applications. The
applicant will instead have an ad hoc right of priority, meaning the right
to file an identical UK application that secures the priority of the CPVR
application for the UK application for the purpose of determining
distinctness, novelty and entitlement to the right of such a UK
application. However, the period in which to file a priority-saving
application in the UK has been reduced to six (6) months only.
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Supplementary Protection Certificates I
• SPC’s are a part of UK national law, due to the implementation of
Regulations 469/ 2009 and 1610/96. However, they would have to be
incorporated into UK law to have legal standing after Brexit.
• That has not been done yet.
• Withdrawal Agreement
• Article 60 - Pending SPC’ during the transitional period will be
provided with the protection they are entitled to, even though the
granting of the SPC would take place after the transitional period.
• “No deal” Brexit:
• The scope of SPC’s if it comes to a hard Brexit are still unclear.
However, if the UK incorporates the two regulations into national law,
the system would remain.
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Supplementary Protection Certificates II
• For future purposes, however, it is not impossible that the UK system
might diverge from the EU one
• That could be because the UK SPC statute has different wording
• Or it could be (rather likely) because of a different interpretation by
the UK courts
• That might lead to divergence in scope, not entirely different
altogether from the present situation, where scope can also (slightly)
vary
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Patents and the UPC
• Patents: no substantial change, as largely governed by the EPC, with the
exception of:
• - Biotech directive
• - Competition law aspects (technology licensing)
• - The Patent with Unitary Effect and the UPC
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UPC I
• Two “little” problems:

• Brexit
• German Constitutional Court case

• UK has ratified UPC

• Germany must ratify before the UPC system can enter
into force
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UPC II
• Scenario A
• Assumption 1:
• Germany ratifies the UPC
• Assumption 2:
• EU – UK Withdrawal Agreement receives parliamentary approval
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UPC III
• Consequences in this scenario A:
• UPC system could launch, and UK would, at least for the moment be a
full member of the UPC during the transitional period
• UPC system is not expected to become operational before September
2019 (assuming that we get a positive decision from Germany by the
end of 2018)
• After the transitional period, it is uncertain whether UK can remain a
member of the UPC (contracting state is defined as an EU member
state)
•
•
•

•

Legally unclear
Assuming they cannot stay a member as such, an Agreement could be signed between the
UK and the Contracting States of the UPC to extend the UPC to the UK
-> presents further problems as the Patent with Unitary Effect is governed by EU
Regulations, which would require further Agreements to make these applicable to
the UK
-> will also entail jurisdiction of the CJEU, one of the dark red lines of the
government and the Brexiters.
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UPC IV
• Scenario B
• Assumption 1:
• Germany ratifies the UPC
• Assumption 2:
• UK “crashes” out of the EU without transitional period
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UPC V
• Consequences of scenario B:
• Option 1
• UK would never become a fully fletched member of the UPC,
under the assumption that they were not a member of the EU
when the UPC was rolled out
• Would then require an amendment of the UPC Agreement to
designate another seat of the central division (Italy, Milan?)
• Option 2
• UK has ratified and is hence member -> could be contested
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UPC VI
• Scenario C:
• Germany does NOT ratify the UPC
• UK Withdrawal Agreement gets (not) approved
• Consequence of this scenario C
• No UPC, end of the game
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License agreements
• License Agreements: Existing license agreements where (i) the UK is part
of the license territory and/or (ii) EU-IP or international registrations
designating the EU are licensed should be carefully examined and, with
regard to new license agreements, emphasis should be given to the
contractual language to not only provide for a license to the EU-IP or
the international registration itself but to also encompass its future UK
Equivalent.
• Furthermore, territory definitions should make express reference to the
UK, rather than merely to the EU as a whole.
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Enforcement
• EU wide enforcement such as in the case of EUTM’s and CDR’s will no
longer be possible, and will require a separate action in the UK, and UK
Courts will no longer be able to act as EU-courts.
• UK will cease to be member of Brussels I Regulation, with effect on
enforcement of judgements
• Will require special legislation (joining Lugano Convention (EFTA) or a
bilateral agreement between the UK and the EU) to ensure continued
enforcement of judgements
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Customs enforcement of IP I
• REGULATION (EU) No 608/2013 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF
THE COUNCIL of 12 June 2013 concerning customs enforcement of
intellectual property rights
• Seems to have been overlooked
• The application for action under the Customs Regulation, or AFA, can be of two
types:
• (i) a national AFA, effective only in the member state in which it is made and
used where the AFA is based on national rights (i.e. national/EP patents,
national trade marks and designs); or
• (ii) a Union AFA which can designate action be taken in any or all EU member
states and used where the AFA is based on unitary EU-wide rights

• When filing a Union AFA seeking action in more than one EU member state, the
rights holder has a choice of which country’s Customs authority it wishes to
apply through
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Customs enforcement of IP II
• As of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU, Union AFAs can no longer be submitted
to UK Customs.
• After the date of withdrawal, a Union AFA submitted to Customs in one of the
EU27 member states will remain valid in the EU27, even if it also designates the
UK
• But it will be ineffective in the UK.

• A Union AFA already granted by Customs in one the EU27 at the date of
withdrawal will remain valid in the EU 27, even if it also designates the UK.
• It appears that as of the withdrawal date, Union AFAs previously granted by UK
Customs will no longer be valid in the EU27.
• This seems to mean that if the Union AFA has been filed through UK Customs,
then if that rights holder wishes to continue to have Customs enforcement in
the EU27 after the UK’s withdrawal, it will need to file a new Union AFA with
Customs in one of the EU27.
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Thanks! Questions or Suggestions?
• A propos about something else:
• Please keep an eye on our Summer University website
https://copenhagensummeruniversity.ku.dk/
• We organise 2 courses, covering a wide range of very topical
issues with the latest updates, taught by a range of well known
experts from private practice, industry and academia:
• IP in life sciences
• Regulatory issues in pharmaceutical development

Thanks! Questions or Suggestions?

• E-mail:

Timo.Minssen@jur.ku.dk & Sven.Bostyn@jur.ku.dk

• Facebook:

CeBIL.Center

• Twitter:

@CeBIL_Center

• LinkedIn:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cebil-copenhagen-3a0756157/

• Web:

www.cebil.dk

• News:

http://jura.ku.dk/cebil/subscribe-to-news-from-cebil/

•

